
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of end user support. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for end user support

Configures, deploys and repairs endpoint hardware, software, and peripheral
equipment (e.g., printers
Complete desktop and telecom related projects as assigned (e.g., software or
hardware deployments, office moves, IT license audits)
Performs evaluation, diagnostic and troubleshooting of PC or network
hardware and software
Assists users in the use of new software or hardware as required
Troubleshoots to resolve critical hardware and software problems for end
users, including opening and rebuilding computer systems and other intricate
work that is not sent out for repair
Sets up, disassembles, and moves computers, phones, peripherals, and
packages, complying with enterprise standards
Installs and implements desktop hardware and software
The support of IT Devices and systems
Performance of activities in line with the delivery of IT Services
Resolving network related issues like local area connection problem, network
access, mails, internet, dial-ins

Qualifications for end user support

Strong troubleshooting skills, with the ability to resolve problems using
systematic troubleshooting, web KB searches and consultation with other
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Excellent interpersonal, written and oral communication skills.• Operational
discipline and thoroughness in all duties – , ticket updating and closure,
status reporting, documentation, following process and procedure
Ability to work well independently, with other team members
Must be able to lift up to 50 pounds occasionally (e.g., to rack / unrack a
device, lift a box of equipment to move it to a new location)
Must be able to exert up to 20 pounds of force occasionally
Must be able to occasionally run a network cable between network and
endpoint devices, and/or patch cable within a MDF or IDF


